English

Comprehensive Guide to
Yokohama Hakkeijima Sea Paradise

You can enjoy a nice
ocean view and feel the
fresh ocean air from all
the guest rooms at the hotel.
The night view of Sea Paradise
and FUREAI Lagoon can be
enjoyed from any guest room. It
is also the perfect place to rest
after visiting all those
attractions!
Wi-Fi is available on the 1st Floor
Lobby of Hotel Sea Paradise Inn.
Telephone number for inquiries and reservations
TEL：045-788-9617
Reservations may also be made via our web site.

Train: Exit train at Hakkeijima Station on the Seaside Line, departing from "Kanazawa
Hakkei Station" on the Keikyu Line or "Shin-sugita Station" on the JR Negishi Line.
Car: Exit either at Sachiura on the Wangan Expressway, or the Namiki IC on the
Yokohama-Yokosuka Highway, and head towards Hakkeijima via Route 357.

The island can be conveniently
accessed via public translortation
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Yokohama Hakkeijima Sea Paradise
Hakkeijima, Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama City 236-0006 Phone:045-788-8888 (

lnformation)

www.seaparadise.co.jp/english/

Disclosure according to Regulations for Businesses Dealing with Animals●company Name: YOKOHAMA HAKKEIJIMA INC.
●Name of Business: Yokohama Hakkeijima Sea Paradise●Location of Business: Hakkeijima, Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama City
●Registered Business Type: Relating to the Exhibition of Animals●Registration Number / 70-033●Registration Date:
February 15, 2007●Registration Expiration Date: February 14, 2022●Person Responsible for Animal Handling: Dai Otsu
2018.9.12.AAP

Ticket Booth

Guest Services
Information

【Location】 Marine Gate entrance/
Aqua Museum Ticket Booth/In front of merry-go-round
Free Wi-Fi service is available in certain areas of Sea Paradise.
We ofer interpretation service via cell phone. If you have any
problems, please feel free to contact the information booth.

Lost Children Center

【Location】Center House(1st floor)

First-aid Center

【Location】Center House(1st Floor)

Baby Care Area

【Location】Center House(1st Floor)/
Bat Market (B Tower, 1st Floor)/FUREAI Lagoon exit

AED-equipped locations

【Location】Center House(1st floor)/UMI Farm/
Aqua Museum(4th Floor)/hotel Sea Paradise Inn(1st Floor)/
Surf Coaster LEVIATHAN/DEKKAI Giant Maze/
Merry-go-round

Seniors Rest Area

【Location】Center House(1st Floor)/FUREAI Lagoon exit

Baby Pram Rental

Yokohama Bank
Credit Service Corner
Bayside Station

(B-type) 500 yen a day per pram

Wheelchair Rental

Elevator

Restroom

With Baby Cots or Changing Tables
Women's
only

Men's
only

Both men's
and women's

Wheelchair-accessible Restroom Facility
With Baby Cots or Changing Tables
Women's
only

Men's
only

Both men's
and women's

Coin Lockers
Ticket Machine for Attraction
Ashtray-equipped location

Ashtrays may temporily be removed or moved for safety reasons.

Restaurant Plaza

Wi-Fi Spot
[Locations]
Aqua Musuem Plaza/
Aqua Stadium/
Boardwalk/
UMI Farm/
Hotel Sea Paradise Inn 1st Floor Lobby/
Aqua Hall

Public Phone

Shopping Mall

Bus Stop

(Island Tour Bus)

Bay Market
Route
Paradise Cruise Route

Sea Train Stop (Sea Train)
Sea Train Route

Requests to our visitors
●Please help us to keep Hakkeijima clean. Please refrain
from bringing garbage or anything that could be considered
trash onto the island. ●We can not make island-wide lost child
announcements. Please visit the lott children center located
on the first floor if you get separated. ●Fishing on the island
is prohibited with the exception of designated areas. There
may be frayed or lagged pieces of wood from weathering
used on the Boardwalk. Please be careful when walking on
it. ●All dogs must be leashed at all times on the island. With
the exception of guide dogs, please refrain from bringing your
pets into the facilities. ●Please refrain from smoking while
walking. Smoking is permitted in designated areas only. ●
Bicycles, skateboards, roller skate shoes, scooter kickboards,
strider bikes and other similar wheeled objects may cause
injury when used on the premises. Please refrain from their
use. ●Facilties and attractions at Sea Paradise may be
temporarily closed or cancelled due to the weather or health
condition of the sea creatures present. ●Visitors may be
forbidden from accessing Sea Paradise facilities as a result
of bringing hazardous items onto the premises or dressing or
acting in a way that may bother other visitors. ●When eating
or drinking outside, please beware of birds.

Opening hours
For details of operating hours, please use the QR code on the right.
(Operating hours vary by season and date.)

A ticket is necessary for visitors ages 4 and up.

16-64
65 years old
6-15
4-5
years old and over years old years old

Ticket types

We not only have aquariums, but also attrations!... So you can njoy Sea Paradise all day long!
Pass for 4 aquariums + 15 attractions

~11/30

5,050 yen 3,600 yen 3,600 yen 2,050 yen

12/1~2/28

4,550 yen 3,300 yen 3,300 yen 1,850 yen

ONE DAY PASS

From sea that excites you, relaxes you,
interacts with you, and the natural sea.
Each of the 4 aquariums that make up Sea Paradise's
"Aqua Resorts" offering you the distinct experience of the sea!
The Aqua Museum has

eleven LABO areas and is

If you want to enjoy the aquariums
Pass for 4 aquariums

AQUA RESORTS PASS

*Entry to the Aqua Theater requires a
separate fee of 500 yen after entry to
the Aqua Museum,

Pass for 4 aquariums + AQUA THEATER (Marine Cinema)

AQUA RESORTS PASS & AQUA THEATER

Pass for 4 aquariums + PARADISE CRUISE (single ticket)

AQUA RESORTS PASS & PARADISE CRUISE SET TICKET
*Infants can enter for the price of an Aqua Resorts Pass.

3,000 yen 2,450 yen 1,750 yen

850 yen

based on the theme
of the five senses!

3,200 yen 2,650 yen 1,950 yen 1,050 yen
3,200 yen 2,650 yen 1,950 yen

If you want to enjoy the attractions
Pass for 15 attractions

3,000 yen 2,650 yen 2,650 yen 1,550 yen

PLEASURE LAND PASS
Ticket allowing parents & children to ride eligible attractions together 5 times
A set of 5 tickets for Nakayoshi Oyako
(A happy parent and child set)

2,000 yen

(Available attractions) Sea Boat/Sea Paradise Tower/
Merry-go-round/Drunken Barrel/Paradise Cruise/
Peter Pan/Red Baron/Sea Train/Island Tour Bus

If you want to enjoy Sea Paradise in the evening
Aquarium & night attraction pass

3,300 yen 2,200 yen 2,200 yen 1,600 yen

PARADISE NIGHT PASS
Aquarium pass

2,500 yen 1,500 yen 1,500 yen

Night AQUA RESORTS PASS

Ticket sales point
Please ensure wristband
passes are worn tight
enough to prevent them
falling off

800 yen

Surf Coaster LEVIATHAN ticket machine
PLEASURE LAND PASS / PARADISE NIGHT PASS

Sea Paradise Tower ticket machine
ONE DAY PASS
A set of 5 tickets for Nakayoshi Oyako
PARADISE NIGHT PASS

Octopus ticket machine
PLEASURE LAND PASS

Sea Boat ticket machine
A set of 5 tickets for Nakayoshi Oyako

Merry-go-round ticket machine
ONE DAY PASS
A set of 5 tickets for Nakayoshi Oyako
PARADISE NIGHT PASS

Aqua Ride II ticket machine
PLEASURE LAND PASS

Aqua Museum
ticket booth

Blue Fall ticket machine
PLEASURE LAND PASS
PARADISE NIGHT PASS

Drunken Barrel ticket machine
PLEASURE LAND PASS
A set of 5 tickets for Nakayoshi Oyako

*One ride tickets for Pleasure Land are available for purchase from ticket machines near each attraction
(please pay by cash directly to the staff when using the Sea Train, Island Tour Bus, Paradise Cruise)

●At Aqua Resorts (4 aquariums) and Pleasure Land (attractions), up to two children three years or
younger per adult may enter for free when accessing those facilities for personal visitation purposes.
●Coupons can be redeemed at any ticket booth.
●We offer a 50% discount off the AQUA RESORTS PASS for people who have a physical disability certificate,
mental disability certificate, or local welfare certificate. (We offer the same 50% discount for one escort per person.)
●Visitors who have a ONE DAY PASS, Sea Paradise Premium Pass, PLEASURE LAND PASS or
PARADISE NIGHT PASS can ride Special Amusement attractions at a special discount.
●For the safety of all our visitors, Usage Guidelines and Restrictions are displayed at each of our attractions.
●Availability of tickets may vary, and fees, details or usage times altered as required.

Important notice when visiting Aqua Resorts:

●Tickets are required when entering the aquarium premises.
●Each exhibitions and shows are subject to change due to the animal's
health state, extreme weather and other occasional reasons.
●Aquarium premises may be closed due to mechanical maintenance.
●Guests who wish to re-enter the aquarium, please have a re-entry
stamp before exiting the aquarium premises. Re-entry procedure
can be done at all 4 aquariums.
●UMI Farm may close due to extreme weather.
●When entering the UMI FARM and FUREAI Lagoon, safety guides are
handed out to all visitors. As well as this, visitors will be given
guidance about things to pay attention to in these areas, which takes
around one minute at the entrance to the UMI FARM, and about five
minutes at the entrance to the FUREAI Lagoon.

Rules of Aqua Resorts:
◆No

flash photography inside the aquarium premises.
smoking inside the aquarium premises.
◆No food or drinks inside the aquarium premises, except Aqua Stadium.
◆No keeping seats using personal belongings inside Aqua Stadium.
◆No pets are allowed inside the aquarium premises. (Guide dogs are welcome.)
◆No

Dear Guests with physical disabilities

■Please feel Free to ask for assistance when visiting the aquarium premises.

Aquarium 1

Aqua Museum

Aquarium 2

Aquarium 3

Aquarium 4

Dolphin Fantasy

UMI FARM

FUREAI Lagoon

Aquarium1

You will learn all about Marine Life

3F

15

It is the aquarium where you can understand all living things that live
in various environments, with the keyword "Experience with five senses"

1F
To the 3rd ﬂoor

When you exit the
gate, the image of
"Forest," the world
of "Sea" spreads and
various sea creatures
will wait to see you.

LABO 1

Anemone fish,
Spotted garden eel

Take a look at the
diversity of living things on
coral reefs. Colorful
tropical fish welcome you.

Sea jewel Shell-rium

2 Sea slug, Pearl removal experience
●

We will exhibit the group of sea slug and beautiful shellfish
which boasts the largest number of exhibition in Japan.
You can also enjoy the experience event (pay separately)
which takes pearls out of Akoya pearl.

Wi-Fi is available in Shell-rium.

LABO 3

Animals evolved in the sea

3 California sea lion ●
4 Grey seal
●
5 Harbor seal
●

LABO 4

Animals living in ice sea

6 Polar bear ●
7 Walrus ●
8 Penguin
●

LABO 5

LABO 6

Herd living in vast expanse of sea and sparkling fish

9 Sand tier shark, Sardine
●
10 Aqua Tube
●
See 70,000 sardines and other
marine life make up a drama of the
vast sea in front of your eyes, as
you also enjoy the underwater
walk in the Aqua Tube.

16

The Sea and
the Life that get
bag of the Sun

Giant Pacific octopus,
Asian sheepshead wrasse

LABO 8

LABO 7

Deep sea aquarium
“Mystery of the under
water dale”

12 Nautilus,
●

11 Eelgrass,
●

Marine isopod,
Japanese spider crab

The fascinating fish hiding in the sea of night

13 Gray shark,
●

Slender sweeper

The beginning of the sea

1 Yellow tang,
●

LABO 2

Zone that reproduces
various sea areas.
It reproduces the environment
from shallows to deep sea,
and outer sea.

Entrance

From the 1st floor

To the 4th ﬂoor

LABO 9

Living creatures traveling in deep blue ocean

14 Bigfin reef squid,
●

African pompano

16
Aqua Stadium

4F

Aqua Stadium
To the 5th ﬂoor
Aqua Theater

Encounters with
creatures living in the
Water and Forests
The area where freshwater fish,
waterside creatures, water birds
and land animals coexist.
Enjoy new encounters with various creatures.

LABO 10

FOREST RIUM

17 Chilean flamingo,
●

Prairie dog, Mara

18 Binturong
●
19 Aonyx cinerea Area
●
20 White Pelican
●
21 Pirarucu, Archerfish, Silver arowana
●

Aquarium2

The healing dream world of the dolphins

5F

Dolphin Fantasy
An aquarium filled with natural light where you can
see dolphins from a new perspective.

LABO 11

Arch-shapped pool

Fish living in the source of the sea, rich forests

Bottlenose dolphin

22 Tanakia tanago, Wels catfish,
●

Dolphins and fish swim about freely in the
sunshine as though flying through the air. In
the evening, the pool is lit up by sparking
lights, creating a fantastic and romantic
atmosphere.

Iwana mountain trout,
Landlocked masu salmons

AQUA THEATER Aqua Theater, theater in the Sea
23
●ONE
NATURE

Cylindrical
pool

～A connecting great nature ～
With the theme of "NO BOUNDARY
ONE NATURE", you can enjoy a short
movie focusing on animals that live in
the same habitat of "Forest RIUM"
creatures and creatures living in various
environments.

AQUA STADIUM

Arch-shapped pool

Entrance
and exit

Aqua Stadium

24
●Marine
Mammals Show
Enjoy two completely different shows - one
for the daytime and one for the nighttime!
Watch walruses, sea lions, dolphins and
various other creatures of the sea perform
during the day. In the evening you can
enjoy a fantasy-like night show featuring a
wonderful combination of beautiful
projection mapping and dolphins.

Extra information

Original weddings for lifelong memories

Dolphin weddings

Private parties surrounded by sea creatures

Blue communication parties

山路を登りながら

To the 5th ﬂoor
Aqua Theater

Wi-Fi is available in
Aqua Stadium.

Exit

4F

TEL.045-788-9608

wedding@seaparadise.co.jp

TEL.045-788-9632

groupsales@seaparadise.co.jp

An aquarium based on the concept of "UMIIKU"

Aquarium4

An aquarium where you can experience how people learn
to live and grow with the sea in its natural state through
earing, hunting, and eating
GUIDANCE ROOM

RECEPTION COUNTER

1
●Guidance
Room

(Approx. 1 min.)

Attendees will be shown a 1-min. video on
precautions for inside the facility.

2
●Reception
Counter

The Reception Counter handles fishing and
catching fish inquiries.
*The counter location may change depending on
SeaPara attendance levels.

Shokuiku (Food Education) Zone (Paid Zone)
Note:

●Visitors will be asked to eat whether fish they catch. Please only capture as much fish as you can eat.
●Fish that have been caught in excess cannot be returned to the fish preserve. Please be careful not to catch too many fish.

FISHING SQUARE

Interact (Fureai) with friendly sea animals

An aquarium that removes barriers between people and
sea creatures as far as possible to enable you to
experience contact with sea creatures

Program
reception

Entrance

Welcome Port
Here, a video that runs for approximately five minutes
explains how to enjoy yourself and be safe upon
acquainting yourself with creatures of the sea. Please
allow yourself sufficient time to view this video following
your arrival.

Whale Ocean

Go fishing on the spot! All gear is
provided. Small children and beginners
can enjoy temselves too!

Sakana (Fish) Reef

Beluga, Short-finned pilot whale,
Bottlenose dolphin
At this pool, visitors can see what dolphins are like up
close. Enjoy frolicking with dolphins and whales who
are just as curious as you are.

3 Fishing Square
●

A reception for visitors who make
reservations in advance for the "Fureai
(interaction)" program. Same day tickets
and souvenir photos taken with the
animals can also be purchased here.

The marine life of
Tokyo Bay
This water tank contains reproductions of
reef, sand and seaweed beds from Tokyo
Bay. Enter the tank and directly observe
the fish inside yourself.

Price: 620 yen for 1 fishing rod
(100 yen per accompanying person per rod)
*Preparation fee applies for fish.

KARATTO KITCHEN

HUNTING SQUARE

5
●KARATTO
Kitchen

4
●Hunting
Square
Chase the fish
swimming around
your bare feet and try
to catch them with just
your hands in this
shallow water area.

★Separate cooking charges apply.

Fry the fish that you catch here and eat them on
the spot.

Friendly
Circle

Admission: 620 yen
*Preparation fee applies for fish.
*Children under 9 years old must be accompanied by
a guardian who is at least 18 years old (entry fee applies)

Hireashi (Flapper) Beach
South American sea lion,
Spotted seal, Penguins, Walrus
Hireashi (Flappers) live in this area.

Ocean Lab
OSAKANA DECK

You can touch the sea animals in front
of you, including South America sea
lions and Penguins, and take pictures
with them in the Friendly Circle in the
center of Hireashi (Flapper) Beach.

SUBMARINE RESEARCH

6
7
●OSAKANA
Deck ●Submarine
Research
Hoist a rope covered with
Korean mussels and seaweed to
get an up-close look at the
creatures of the sea.

While beneath the sea, observe creatures of the water in their
natural state as they gather around fish reef and seaweed.

Wi-Fi is available at
UMI Farm.
(Around ❶ - ❺)

Hireashi (Flapper) Beach
Program reception

Exit

Friendly Circle

Sakana (Fish) Reef
Whale Ocean

Welcome Port
Entrance

Entrance

Exit

❸
❿
⓯

Pleasure Land

⓭

❺

❶

❼

Information

⓬

C
For Your Safety
◆Children aged 3 or younger may enter free of charge (A fee applies to attendees 4 years and up).
◆Visitors who are pregnant or consuming alcohol are asked to refrain from riding the attractions
(with the exception of Sea Train, Island Tour Bus and Paradise Cruise).
◆For the safety of all our visitors, "Usage Guidelines" and "Usage Restrictions" are displayed
at each of our attractions.
◆Attractions may be unavilable due to strong winds, inclement weather, inspection and
maintenance, or other reasons.
◆Those attending to persons using attractions are also required to pay attraction fees.
◆Riding attractions may be restricted before the end of opening hours during busy periods.
◆Please refrain from eating, drinking or smoking on each attraction or bringing pets onto them.
Please also note that pets cannot be left in the care of Sea Paradise.
If dangerous behavior is spotted while an attraction is in operation, that attraction may make an
emergency stop. Please cooperate with the instructions of attraction attendees in such cases.

Physically-disabled visitors

❷

⓯

Attractions

*In the interest of safety, we ask escorts attending to those in wheelchairs to accompany and support them while
the attraction is in operation.

Sea Paradise Tower / Drunken Barrel / Peter Pan / Red Baron

Sea Boat / Blue Fall / Surf Coaster LEVIATHAN / Aqua Ride II / Viking /
Octopus / Splashute

*We may ask for their escort to accompany them in ride.

★Visitors with a Disability Certificate are entitled to a 50% discount when riding the Island
Tour Bus or the Paradise Cruise.
* Up to one accompanying caregiver (must be 18 years or older) per visitor
is also eligible for a 50% discount.
*If you have seeing, hearing, speech, or any other disabilities, please ask for the assistance of the attendees when
visiting an attraction.
*Admittance to certain attractions may be refused if our attendants consider it inadvisable.
*Please note that those who have a spinal disability or a pacemaker cannot ride on Blue Fall.

Icon List
Must be at least
110cm tall

Age 3 or
over

Guest age 4 or under
must be accompanied
by an adult

Must be at least
120cm tall

Age 5 or
over

Guest age 5 or under
must be accompanied
by an adult

Must be at least
130cm tall

Age 64 or
under

Guest age 9 or under
must be accompanied
by an adult

Available in rain

Available in
strong wind

Guest age 10 or under
must be accompanied by
an adult
Visitors who are elementary
school student age or below
must be accompanied by an
adult

Blue Fall

1,000yen

Surf Coaster
LEVIATHAN

1,000yen

Octopus

❽❹

❾

⓭

⓯

Conditions to get on

500yen
Elementary
school student

500yen

Splashute

500yen

Aqua Ride

800yen

Drunken Barrel

300yen

Peter Pan

300yen

Sea Paradise Tower

600yen

Merry-go-round

500yen

Red Baron

300yen

Sea Train

300yen

Island Tour Bus

100yen

Paradise Cruise
*All adults must be
at least 18 years of age

Base Rate

500yen

*In the interest of safety, those in wheelcharis must be accompanied bu their escorts while the attraction is in oeration.

★Following attractions are available for persons who can walk, go up and down stairs, hold
on to safety belts, levers, etc., and stay on their feet with their knees without assistance.

B

Sea Boat

Merry-go-round / Sea Train / Island Tour Bus / Paradise Cruise

★Following attracions are available to those in wheelchairs who are able to move to a seat
in the attraction with the help of their escort.

⓭

❻

⓮

Viking

★Following attractions are wheelchair-accessible.

A

⓫

Adult

Elementary
school student

500yen
250yen

Visitors with either a One-Day Pass or PLEASURE LAND Pass can
ride the above 15 attractions unlimited times.

*Visitors who have a "One Day Pass", "Pleasure Land Pass," "Sea Paradise Premium Pas"
or "Paradise Night Pass" are eligible for a special discount off of the "DEKKAI" Giant 3D Maze
and the "Blue sky climbing rock'n rock".

Sea Boat

Head out onto the natural sea in a motorboat!
Savor a refreshing breeze
as you ride this attraction.
Dolphin exhibits and programs have been suspended to tend to the health of the dolphins

Blue Fall

Drop straight down from a height of 107 meters!
Thrills and screams of excitement guaranteed!

4
●Viking

Surl Coaster LEVIATHAN

A rollercoaster that speeds along a looping rail over
the sea. In the evening it is illuminated, creating an
even more fantastic atmosphere.

5 Octopus
●

You can experience breathtaking moments as
though you were sailing on the high seas on a
pirate ship.

The seats move with the motion of an octopus'
arms, undulating up and down.

6 Splashute
●

A pirate themed rapid ride with tricks
and surprises.

8 Drunken Barrel
●

9 Peter Pan
●

10 Sea Paradise Tower
●

11 Merry-go-round
●

12 Red Baron
●

13 Sea Train
●

Location ・Restaurant Plaza Bldg. A・Bay Market Bldg. B, C and others

Spin and tumble around on Peter's boats.

For a quick bite to eat, try our fast food
establishments, which offer certain
menu items that can only be found at
Sea Paradise.

A Merry-go-round and illuminations enhance the
romantic atmosphere…

The cabin rises to a height of 90 meters while
rotating. Enjoy a 360-degree panoramic view.

Fly up and down with the control lever…Feel the
fantasic thrill of being a pilot.

14 Island Tour Bus
●

From Japanese and Western fare to
seafood BBQ, there's something here
for everyone's tastes. Enjoy dining at
your leisure in the open air surrounding
SeaPara.

7 Aqua Ride II
●

Experience dazzling 5m-high water plumes
complemented by intense sprays of water at this
attraction.

An exciting and fun attraction with spinning barrels.

Take a food break at one of
our various fast food or
standard dining establishments.
Have a great time at souvenir
shops offering a variety of
products, inluding original Sea
Paradise character goods and
marine-related items.

This cute and classic looking bus is also convenlent
transportation for travelling around the island.

Take an exciting ride on a cool locomotive with
the whole family! You'll feel just like a kid again!

15 Paradise Cruise
●

A boat that takes passengers on an enjoyable
mini-cruise right around Sea paradise.

B Giant 3D Maze the "DEKKAI"
●

Conquer all three courses for maximum fun!
Enjoy the 100-plus gimmicks and stamp
rally found in the courses.

Location ・Aqua Museum Plaza・Open Market・Center House, and others

Products you can't buy elsewhere,
including original Sea Paradise
character goods, cute marine animal
toys and other items are on sale here.
There is also an excellent variety of
Yokohama-themed gifts, including
candles sold only in this region,

Blue sky climbing

A Rock'n Rock
●

Feel free to experience sports climbing that
is hot topic! A popular spot that both
women and children can enjoy launched.

C
house
●Carnival

An indoor amusement area including Sea
Paradise limited print seal machine and
crane games where you can win original
products.

Location Bay Market Bldg. D, E and others

